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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there have been theoretical investigations of the 
normal modes of vibration of a point-ion model of an ionic crystal slab 
of finite thickness and extending to infinity in the two lateral direc­
tions, Because of the translational symmetry in directions parallel 
to the plane of the slab, one generally assumes normal modes in which 
the ionic displacement amplitudes are wave-like in these directions. 
The problem is then to determine both how the frequencies, w, of these 
normal modes depend on the two-dimensional wave vector, ^  in the 
plane of the slab and how the Ionic displacement amplitudes vary in the 
direction perpendicular to the slab for each normal mode. 
Investigations of the normal modes have been carried out both 
excluding and including the retardation of the Coulomb interaction. 
Inclusion of retardation significantly affects only the long-wavelength 
optical modes. Those theories which exclude retardation will be dis­
cussed first. 
The vmretarded normal modes of the slab can be classified as 
either bulk modes or surface modes. Bulk modes are ones in which the 
variation of the ionic displacement amplitudes in the direction 
perpendicular to the slab is wave-like in character. Surface modes 
are ones in which the ionic displacement amplitudes decrease with 
increasing distance into the slab from the surfaces; i.e., they are 
localized at the surfaces. Both bulk modes and surface modes can also 
be categorized as acoustical or optical in the usual manner and as 
transverse or longitudinal depending upon the direction of the ionic 
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displacements at £_= 0. Modes for which the ionic motion is parallel to 
the slab at £_ = 0 are transverse modes; if the motion is normal to the 
plane of the slab, then the modes are longitudinal. 
Fuchs and Kliewer (1) determined the properties of the optical 
modes of vibration of an ionic crystal slab of the NaCl type in the long-
wavelength approximation by introducing a macroscopic polarization and 
an average electric field as slowly varying functions of position 
within the slab. Using this approximation, and neglecting any changes 
in the short range forces acting on surface ions, the equation of 
motion of a pair of ions leads to a set of integral equations which 
yield the properties of the optical modes. Choosing their z - axis 
normal to the plane of the slab and q^ = 0, they found the optical bulk 
modes of the slab to exist at the usual transverse optical and longitu­
dinal optical frequencies, and of the infinitely extended 
crystal. Moreover, they found two optical surface modes in which the 
ionic displacement amplitudes decreased exponentially with increasing 
distance into the slab from the surfaces. The frequencies of these 
surface modes are at and when q^ = 0, the lower mode being 
transverse and the upper longitudinal. As q^ increases they start to 
move together and approach a frequency between oi^q and Also, 
these modes are such that the ionic displacement amplitudes are 
constant for q^ = 0; i.e., the surface modes cease to be localized at 
the surfaces in the ^  = 0 limit. 
Lucas (2) has examined the normal modes of a slab for ^=0 
in a calculation which included changes in the short range forces 
acting on surface ions. For a slab of N layers of ions, his problem 
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reduced to a study of two coupled parallel diatomic chains, each having 
N ions. All transverse modes of the chain will then be doubly degenerate 
modes of the slab because of the symmetry of the x and y directions in 
the plane of the slab. By first solving this double chain problem for 
N = 00 and then applying appropriate boundary conditions for the case of 
finite N, he found two nearly degenerate transverse optical surface modes 
with frequencies slightly below oj^q. These are modes in which the ionic 
displacements are of even and odd parity with respect to the center of the 
slab. His results differ from those of Fuchs and Kliever in that he 
found an odd parity transverse surface mode and both of the modes are 
localized at the surfaces for £_ = 0. He found no longitudinal mode 
localized at the surfaces, in agreement with the result of Fuchs and 
KLiewer (l). 
More recently, Tong and Maradudin (3) have calculated the normal 
modes of a point-ion model of a NaCl slab bounded by a pair of (100) 
faces normal to the z direction. Their solution uses lattice 
dynamics techniques including corrections to the forces acting on 
surface ions and requires numerical solution of a 6n x 6n (N = number 
of layers of ions in the slab) eigenvalue equation for values of ^  
throughout the two-dimensional first Brillouin zone. They perform this 
calculation which yields both the optical and acoustical modes for the 
case of N = 15. They reported finding a total of six optical surface 
modes and two acoustical surface modes. At £_= 0 they found two nearly 
degenerate transverse optical surface modes of even and odd parities 
whose frequencies are slightly less than Each of these modes is 
k 
doubly degenerate and localized at the surfaces for £,=0. This essen­
tially agrees with the results found by Lucas. Going away from £_= 0, 
they found two nearly degenerate optical surface modes at frequencies 
roughly midway between and They found that these two modes 
have limiting frequencies at = 0 well below and are not localized 
at the surfaces at the point ^ = 0. None of these optical surface modes 
seem to exhibit the wave vector dependence predicted by Puchs and Kliewer. 
Thus the results of Lucas agree with those of Tong and Maradudin 
at the point ^ = 0 and the results of Puchs and Kliewer seem to disagree 
both with Lucas and with Tong and Maradudin. Lucas explained the dis­
crepancy between his results and those of Puchs and Kliewer as being due 
to their neglect of the modifications of the forces acting on the surface 
ions. Tong and Maradudin stated that Puchs and Kliewer made an invalid 
long-wavelength approximation by converting two-^iimensional lattice sums 
of Coulomb forces between the ions into integrals. They also noted 
that Puchs and Kliewer did not modify the forces on surface ions. 
Kliewer and Puchs (U) have also studied the effect of the inclusion 
of retardation of the Coulomb interaction on the normal modes of an 
ionic crystal slab. They found that these coupled phonon - photon modes 
of the slab fell into two classes; nonradiative modes with exponentially 
damped fields outside the slab, and radiative modes with incoming or 
outgoing waves outside the slab. The non-radiative modes exist for 
l£j>u)/c, where c is the speed of light, and were calculated using a 
technique very similar to that used for the unretarded modes. 
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When retardation is included both of the optical surface modes were 
found to exist only for |^>w/c and both approach to = as 
approaches wg^/c. As increases from w^/c, the frequency of the 
high-frequency mode increases rapidly to a maximum below u = and 
then gradually drops back down. Both modes then approach a common 
frequency between and as did the unretarded modes. 
In a recent paper, Bryksin and Pirsov (5) have also derived expres­
sions for both the unretarded and retarded dynamical matrices of an 
ionic crystal slab. However, they did not make any actual calculations 
of the normal modes of a slab containing a specific number of layers of 
ions and did not present expressions for those elements of the dynamical 
matrix for which 1^ = 1^. In the long-wavelength limit their unretarded 
theory predicted the existence of 2k surface modes, apparently independent 
of the number of layers in the slab. These 2k modes were found to be of 
two distinct types. Twelve of them were such that the amplitudes of the 
ionic displacements decay gradually away from the surfaces of the slab 
and the other twelve were such that this decay of ionic displacements 
was much more rapid (approximately within a lattice constant). The modes 
of the former type were found to arise from the long-range Coulomb 
forces and correspond in behavior to those found by Fuchs and KLlewer (l). 
The modes of the latter type are related to the short range forces 
acting on ions on or near the surfaces. For l^Ja >1 the number of modes 
was found to drop to 12 since the two types apparently merge as the 
— —  —  "  ^  -  —  —  X  —  — I  — —  — ^  A  A  C I  WXWGWWiilW D W*  ^ J* i. K « «TL . 1 M V A «iw — - — - — 
their theory provides a microscopic basis for the validity of the 
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dielectric constant formalism used by Fuchs omd Kliewer in their treat­
ment of the surface modes arising from the long range Coulomb forces 
both with and without retardation. 
In this paper we examine the normal modes of vibration of an ionic 
crystal slab to try to resolve some of the discrepancies noted between 
the results of the preceding theories. We first develop a theory from 
which the normal modes of the slab may be calculated including the effects 
of retardation. If we then let the speed of light, c, become infinite, 
the theory yields the unretarded normal modes. We calculate the unre-
tarded modes of a 7 layer slab and discuss our results in relation to 
those previously mentioned. 
We also develop a theory which allows us to calculate the infrared 
optical properties of an ionic crystal slab from its unretarded normal 
mode frequencies and eigenvectors. We calculate the transmittance, 
reflectance and absorptance of a 15 layer slab with the incident radiation 
having an angle of incidence of 75 degrees. The calculations are made 
for both P and S polarizations of the incident electric field. 
The results are discussed and cou^ared with the results of two different 
studies by Tong and Maradudin (3) and Berreman (6). 
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II. LATTICE DYNAMICS OF AS IONIC CRYSTAL SLAB 
A. The Equation of Motion of the Lattice 
We consider a diatomic ionic crystal slab of finite thickness 
oriented normal to the z - axis and extending to infinity in the x and 
y directions. We assume the crystal stmxcture to be of the NaCl type 
and the z - axis to be along the [OOl] direction so that the slab is 
made up of N planes of point ions having masses m^ and charges ej 
where j = 1,2 denotes the two types of ions. Each plane of ions is 
then considered as a perfect two-dimensional lattice divided up into 
a network of unit cells, each having the same arrangement of ions. 
The sides of a unit cell are determined by two basis vectors ^  and ^  
and the ares of a unit cell is x agi* The points at the corners 
of a unit cells form a Bravais lattice defined by the general lattice 
vectors ^  = l^a^^ + Ig^ where 1^ and Ig are integers which may be 
positive, negative or zero. The equilibrium positions of the ions 
within a unit cell are specified by the vectors sk, measured from the 
" U 
reference corner of the cell. We approximate the equilibrium positions 
of the ions to be the same as in an infinite crystal. 
In order to simplify the derivation of the dynamical matrix in the 
following sections we choose the origin of coordinates at the equilib­
rium site of a positive ion on one of the surface layers of the slab as 
shown in Figure 1, The x - and y - axes are chosen along [llO] direc­
tions and the planes of ions are seen to intersect the z - axis at 
1 » l_r where 1- = 0,1,2,=«°,N-1 and r is the nearest neighbor 
z  3  o  3 * '  o  




Figure 1, Coordinate system used in calculation of normal modes. 
Solid circles represent positive ions. Empty circles 




A a,= ax 
Figure 2. Two - dimensional unit cell of the plane lattice 
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= ax and ^  = ay where a = /^r^ and x and y are unit vectors in the 
X and y directions. In all planes for which 1^ is zero or an even 
integer, the lattice site on the z - axis is occupied by a positive ion; 
in those planes for which 1^ is an odd integer, this site is occupied 
by a negative ion. We therefore adopt the following conventions con­
cerning the label j and the vectors s_j. The value j = 1 will denote a 
positive ion and j = 2 will denote a negative ion. However, the vectors 
sj must be chosen as s^ = 0, s^ = (x+y) for planes with 1^ zero or an 
even integer and as s = (x+y), s = 0 for planes with 1 an odd 
•"i 2 ^ ^ 
integer in order to maintain a common origin for the lattice vectors ^  
in all planes. 
When the ions are displaced from their equilibrium positions we 
define u^jtl^lg) to be the aiLcartesian component of the displacement of 
the ion of type J in the unit cell located by the two-dimensional vector 
^ in the plane labeled by 1^. The vector locating ion j in unit cell 1 
of plane 1^ is then = l^r^z + i, + in equi­
librium rJt^l^tJ) = r(^,l^,J) = l^r^z + ^  + s_^. 
We now write the equations of motion of the lattice simply as 
(2.1) + f=j(l.l3). 
The right hand side of these equations represent the oc^ component of the 
total force acting on the ion labeled by jand 1^ when the ions are 
displaced from their equilibrium positions. The first term, F^^tl^l^), 
represents that part of the total force arising from the short-range 
interactions between neighboring ions and F^jtl^lg) represents the 
11 
electromagnetic forces. 
In the harmonic approximation we assume that these forces can be 
written in the forms 




(2.3) ' - I, 
G*j » 
We next write the displacements in the form 
(2.4) u (-)=:^e^^-ia-^-
aj 3 /m 
J 
where £_ is the two-dimensional wave vector in the plane of the slab and 
is such that the displacements satisfy periodic boundary conditions in 
the X and y directions. 
Using Equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, the equations of motion of the 




I  ag 3' 3' 
Because of the periodicity of the lattice in the plane of the slab, the 
S c 
matrices * and $ will depend on the rather that ^ and 1* separately. 
S  c Therefore, in calculating the matrices D and D ve are free to choose 
any value of We will choose ^  = 0. 
Equations 2,5 thus form a 6n x 6N matrix equation whose eigenvalues 
2 
m = 1,2,«*',6k, are the squares of the normal mode frequencies of the 
slab. The eigenvectors give the pattern of ionic displacement amplitudes 
across the slab. 
B. The Matrix 
In this section we consider those short-range repulsive forces 
arising from the overlap of the electron clouds of neighboring ions. 
Following Kellermann (7), we treat these forces as being derivable from 
a central potential 0(r) and include interactions between nearest 
neighbors only. Standard lattice dynamics techniques in the harmonic 
approximation lead directly to an expression for these short range forces 
of the form of Equation 2.2 with 
(2 -8)  
a S 
r = r(r ,1^,J ' )-r(l,l^,j ) 
dr^ dr 
_ VB 
L r r^ . 
r = rll\lg;j')-rll,l^,j). 
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Equation 2,8 may be used to calculate all elements of the matrix 
except for $^%0,0;lg,lg;j,j) which represents the force that acts on the 
ion labeled by ^ = 0, 1^ and j if it is aisplaced froia its equilibrium 
position while all the other ions remain fixed. This matrix element is 
found from the relation 
(2.9) 'f^g(0,0;l3,l^;j,j) = - ^  ^ ^ ;1^,1^;J ,j • ) 
i.' 
which expresses the face that a uniform translation of the entire crystal 
must result in zero net force on any ion. The prime in the summations 
denotes that the term V = 0, 1^ = l^, j' = j is omitted. 





(2 .11 )  B  =  — — 
e dr 
r = r 
G 
r = r 
o 
where r^ is the equilibrium distance between nearest neighbor ions. With 
g 
these definitions, all of the elements of the matrix DQg(gjl^,l^;J,j') 
are determined by Equations 2.6, 2.8 and 2,9. All of the non-zero 
S 
elements of D „ are listed below. 
OP 
For Ig # Ig, J # j': 
S  S  
n f n .l .I'.l 4'\=n ( n - l  .I*; i.lMs B( 6. .. . 
%x a, 3. 3. • -yy-^ 3' 3'"'- • 
0  «3 J  
+*12,1^-1), 
(2-«) DS^(a^l3.1-J.J') =. )• 
L+R^M.M, ,  3  J  J '  3  
o J J 
For = 1^, j f j': 
(2.1M D^(a^lj,l3iJ.J') = I)^(lil3.l3;J.J') 
2 
(A+B)e^^ -d'^cos Ê. cos L 
(2.15) B e^S."%-iji'cos |eos |. 
(2.16) D®y(ajlj,l3iJ.r) = D^(^lj,l3iJ,J') 
(A-B)e'S.''f]"-3''3lii I sin 
For lo = l- 3 t  J = J ' ; and 1 not a surface layer; 3 "3' 
2 
(2.1T) (^1 .IjiJ.J) = -f-'I*®'-
For 1^ = ly j = j' and 1^ a surface layer: 
2 
(2.18) D^(^l^,l ;J,J) = D^ytgjl ,l2;j,j) = —|— » 
ro*j 
2 
I n•^ 1 .4 4^ = Ë (è. + B). 
«• , 4 
'.'j 
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C. The Matrix 
We now turn our attention to the electromagnetic forces which act 
on the ions in the slab. We will initially include the effects of 
retardation of the Coulomb forces in deriving expressions for 
D^g(2jlg,lg;j,j') and will find that they depend upon the frequency of 
oscillation, w, of the lattice, as well as the wave vector Upon 
letting the speed of light, c, become infinite in these expressions, 
they become independent of w and represent the unretarded Coulomb forces. 
We first consider a point ion of charge e executing simple harmonic 
motion of frequency w about an equilibrium position £_ = r^ with amplitude 
This ion will give rise to an electric field at the point r given 
by (8) 
 ^Ul I I 
(2.20) E(r,t) = e[ ^ ~ , 
" ? i£r£ol 
where ^  is the gradient operator, 
1 = : 37 + y 3? * = âT -
We write Equation 2.20 in component form as 
3 
(2.21) E^(r_,t) = e I Ug 
6=1 
5 X 3^ 
2 aS 3x 3x 
c a B 
.-l„t 
llTlcl 
In an ionic crystal slab the electromagnetic force acting on an ion 
at a site fixed by ^  1^ and s^^ is simply the Lorentz force f_ = e 
J J 
(E + (1/c) v X B) where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields at 
l6 
the location of the ion arising from the motion of all the other ions 
in the slab and v is the velocity of the reference ion. The v x 
term depends quadratically upon the ionic displacements so, in the 
harmonic approximation, ve take 




where the prime on the sum indicates the exclusion of the point 
1/ = Ij Ig = 1^, J' = j. Choosing I,* 0, Equations 2.22, 2,3, 2,4 
and 2.7 lead directly to the expression 
(2.23) lim 
1 »  
where the prime on this sum indicates that, for 1^ » 1^» J* • J, we 
must exclude the point • 0 from the sum. Those elements of D for 
which 1^ • 1^ will require special considerations, as we shall later see. 
The sums involved in Equation 2,23 are slowly convergent and must 
be transformed to more rapidly convergent sums for practical numerical 
evaluation. We first treat the case 1^ ^  1^, We write 
IT 
â-|r-l| 
(2.24) I Gi&'l = A(r 
where 
(2.25) A(r) = I flIzÇË. 
~ 1 !£ri| 
and x_ is the projection of r_ on the xy plane. The function A(r_) is a 
periodic function of such that 
(2.26) A(r_ + ^ ) = A { r )  
and can therefore be represented by a Fourier series as 
(2.27) A(r) » I A„(z)e^^'~ 
" i 
where the vectors G_ are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the two-
dimensional lattice in the plane of the slab. They are defined by 
(2.28) G_= n^^ + ng^ 
where n^ and n^ are integers which may be positive, negative or zero and 
(2.29) b = 21 x,b = Êly. 
— e. a 
The first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice is shown in Figure 3. 
The coefficients Ag(z) are given by 
(2.30) A_(z) = T- / A(r)e — d^x 





Figure 3. First Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice 
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where we have introduced the factor e^2'— • 1 into the integrand. 
Here a is the area of a unit cell of the plane lattice, and J 
° cell 
denotes integration over the area of a unit cell. This is easily 
converted to the form 
(2.31) Ap(z) = — / e-i(£+£)** d2x 
^ ^c |Z4 
where the integration is now taken over the entire xy plane. In polar 
coordinates we evaluate A^Cz) as (9) 
- 2Tf I I (2.32) A,U).^/ / pdpj e-ilçfÇjp « 
S o o " 
-
f- / ® 2 J (|3+Gjp)pdp 
C O /z^+p^ 
where is the Bessel function of order zero. This integral depends 
upon the relative magnitudes of w/c (9)« For |g+2l ^ w/c: 
(2,33) A^(z) = 
2%e"*Gl2| 
ac*G 
where = /|^+g1^-(i)^/c^ , 
For l2+G_l< w/c: 
^ i6_lzl 
(2,3k) A,(z) = i • 
20 
where 
For values of ^  in the first Brillouin zone we note that if > w/c 
then all A^(z) will be given by Equation 2.33. However, if |^| < w/c 
then Ag_g(z) will be given by Equation 2.3b and all other Ag(z) will be 
given by Equation 2.33. Thus, if |^| > w/c and 1^ # 1^» Equations 2.23, 
2.2k, 2.27 and 2.33 give 
(2.35) . _ I lim 
Ec^^, G 
i-i. 4. e-°c"' ,l(atg)-x 
The explicit expressions for these elements are: 
For a, 6 = x,y; 
2ne,e4 ,  
(2,36) Dagfgjlg.lgij.j') = -—J J \ 
, G 




e"^G^^3"^3^^o _i(g+G)'(8j-Sj,) . 
For a « x,y: 
(2.37) Do2(£>l3.1^;J.J') " DC,(a;l2,l^;j,j') 
. i I (,.G) I'o ' 
II3-I3I G 
21 
For a » B » z; 
2*e e , 2 
(2 .38)  l . ; j , j«)  -  Z k+Gl  
' S. 
e-'cly^l'-o .1(II4G).(bj-S,I) , 
To obtain the corresponding expressions for |c^ < w/c one simply replaces 
^-w^/c^ by -i/o^/c^-|^|^ in the ^  • 0 term of each of the above sums. 
We now turn our attention to the case 1^ " 1^ and first consider 
y ^  j. 
The preceding expressions, valid for 1^ ^  1^, contain sums which 
diverge for 1^ = 1^. In this case we modify our treatment by using 





(2.W) AC.) - I ,1^(1. 
X y 
and are the x and y components of g, and 1^ and 1^ are the x and y 
components of 1 respectively. We then break this down further as 
(2.U1) A(x) « I B(x,y-1 )e^Vy . 
22 
where 
* »^X-1 )^+(y-l )^ 
A J 
is periodic in x and can thus be represented by a Fourier series as 
(2.43) B(x,y-1 ) = ^ B (y-l Je^^x*. 
y G X y 
X 
Here = 2?n/a where n is any integer and the coefficients Bg^Cy-ly) 
are given by 
(2.Ult) Bg (y-lj » ^  / B(x,y-1 )e-^V dx 
X ' 0 ^ 
^ •" /x2+(y-l 
2 7 
? 
This integral depends upon the relative magnitudes of |g^+G^| and 
w/c (9). 
For |g, +G I > w/c: 
X X 
(2.45) Bg (y-ly) « |K^(/(q^+G^)^-w^/c^ly-lyl). 
For |g^+G | < w/c: 
23 
(2.U6) (y-lj - iiH(l) (X)W-(a +G^)^|y-1 1). 
y a o •*• a. J 
Here Kq  is the modified Bessel function of order zero and is the 
Hankel function of the first kind of order zero. 
Considering the case |g^| > w/c we combine Equations 2.39» 2.4l, 
2.U3 and 2.k$ to obtain 
(2AT) I V/ÇvZ^|y-l,|) 
gi(q^+G^)x e^V"y. 
Using Equations 2.23 and 2.4? ve obtain 
(2.Ù8) 0^(^13,13;j,J') « I I [w2/c2_(g2+Gx)2] 
a/m^m^, ®x 
ty) KQ(»^(q^+G^)^-wW!ly+Sj 
and since ^ K^Cz) « - K^(z) we have 
(2.49) D^(£jl3.l3-J,J«) - D^(ajl3,l3;J,r) 
I  V^rv-^jy (g^+Gj/(q^+G^)'V/c' 
a^, ly l:-y+Sj,y-=jyl 
ei(qx-^Gx)(8jx-Sj.x) IC^(/(q^+G^)^^^/c^lly+8j,y-8jyl )e^Vy. 
2h 
Q 
To calculate an expression for ve follow a procedure similar to 
that used for except that we interchange the roles of the x and y 
directions. The result for [ I > w/c is 
(2.50) D^(^l^,l^;jJ') = -EfflL I I [uf/cZ - (Oy+Gy)^] 
a/mjEij, ^ ®y 
ei(ly+Gy) (Sjy-Sj /( ^  | ^ | ) . 
Also, from Equation 2.23 it can easily be shown that 
(2.51) D%z(Dl3.l3:j.j') = D^(a,l3.l3:J.J') 
" "yi'liS-HiJ-i')  Sjyta>l3.l3i3.J'' - ° 
which holds for both J î* J' and j = j*. 
0 
In order to derive an expression for ') ve refer to 
Equation 2.23 and note that 
I , ,, [3„2/,2 . ,2] ye cU-l ^la,-l . 
1' IetI'I 
Since the point r-1' = 0 is excluded from the sum we use 





This then yields 
(2.55) 0^^(^13,1' 
. !!Al£llm r "7 ' . 
1' t-i' I 
which holds for all 13,1^,J and J' except the case 1^ * I3 and j' = j. 
For the particular case I3 = I3, j ^  j' and jq^j > w/c. Equations 
2.U7 and 2.55 give 
(2.56) cf;,(3,13,13:3,j') = - [D^(aji3,i3;j,j') + Djy(aji3.i3;J.J')l 
-'iëpl I 
J j' y X 
^i(q,+G,)Caj^.8j.^) ^ Iqyly _ 
Uft fi naliv consider the case li, ® 1 and j ' = j. We again use the 
-) a 






-—i3- I I [u^/c^-Cq^+G ) ]K (t^a +G ) -w^/c jl l)e^*V^y 
am. Jq a*ox* y 
J y X 
) • 
Here *^x(0,0;l2,lg;j,j) represents the force which acts on the reference 
ion of type J at ^  « 0 in layer 1^ if it is displaced from equilibrium 
while all other ions remain fixed. The prime on the sum over ly here 
denotes the exclusion of those terms for which ly » 0, The term -B^(^j ) 
n 
is then the contribution to D%%(gflg,l3;j,j) from all ions in the line 
ly = 0 except the reference ion at 1^ = 0. 
Excluding retardation, be given by 
(2.58) if^fO.O^lg.lgij.j) = - r 
as in Equation 2.9. The superscript U indicates that these are matrix 
elements of the unretarded Coulomb interactions. In order to include 
retardation we must include the fact that the reference ion of charge 
ej not only experiences this force due to the electrostatic field of 
all the other fixed ions but also radiates power due to its accelera­
tion as it oscillates about its equilibrium position. This is taken 
into account by introducing a frequency-dependent effective force 
acting on the reference ion given by (8) 
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2 .3, 
- 3 c3 «3 
which leads us to 
(2.60) *2.(0.J) - «^(0,0il3.1j;3.3)-l|e^"^/c\ 
An expression for B^(c^j) is found by expanding Equation 2.23 for 
1^ = 1^ and ly = 0. This yields 
where the primed sum excludes 1 « 0. 
X 
In a similar fashion we find for jq^j > u/c 
(2.62) ofyfgjlg.lgij.j) -~*Jy(0.0;l3.l3ÎJ.J) 
j 
2,2 
- sgl I' I [.2/c2.(Sy+Cy)2]Ka(/(<y»Cy)2.u2/e2|lx|)elS%l% 
X y 
-ByC^ J ) ; 
where $2_(0,0;lg,l ;j,j) is given by Equation 2.58 with x replaced by 
yy ^ j 
y and 
(2.63) ) = ^  r ^  -1 ^   . 
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Using the same method as for the case of j' # j, we have, for 
Iq^l > w/c, 
(2.6k) » Df^(a;l2,l3;j.j) 
^ (q^>G 
4 Gx |iyt 
K]^(/(yG^?Zm2/c^llyl je'-Vy 
where ve omit 1=0 from the sum. Those ions in the line 1=0 make no y y 
contribution to * j # j ), a,B can "be shown from Equation 2.23. 
The final matrix element, requires further special' 
treatment. Equation 2,55 applies only to that part of the matrix elements 
arising from the electric field produced at the site of the reference ion 
by the motion of the other ions in the layer 1^ and must be modified to 
take account of the forces on the reference ion due to its own motion. 
Ve write this modified equation as 




which is of the same form as Equation 2.55 with each replaced by 
C Pi 
fn — 6 /tw. I. that TiATt of the matrix elements to which Equation 
" aa aa* 0 " • 
r 
2.55 applies. Here $ (0,0;1 ,1 ;j,j) is given by Equation 2.60 with 
ZZ j j 
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(2.66) + 'f^(0,0;l3.l3;j.j)]. 
Q 
The expressions for the various elements of D with 1^ = 1^ have 
been given assuming |q | > w/c where y is either x or y depending upon 
the particular element of D . One can easily obtain the corresponding 
expressions for these matrix elements if the inequality is reversed 
(l<lyl < w/c) by using Equation 2.46 in place of Equation 2.^5 and the 
fact that ^  H^^^(z) = - H^^)(z). 
0 
In Appendix A it is shown that the matrix D is hermitian only for 
S c 
I2I > w/c. Thus the eigenvalues of the matrix D + D will necessarily 
be real only for |q| > w/c, the non-radiative region of Kliewer and 
Fuchs (4). (The matrix is obviously hermitian for all values of ) 
The elements of excluding retardation are listed in Appendix B. 
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III. INFRAEED OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
A. General Theory 
We now consider the response of an ionic crystal slab to an exter­
nally applied electromagnetic field. In particular, we will develop a 
theory from which the transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance of 
the slab may be computed as a function of the frequency of the applied 
field at any angle of incidence. 
With an externally applied force; the equations of motion of the 
lattice are obtained by adding the applied force to the right hand side 
of Equations 2.1. This gives 
(3.1) 
where F^j(^lg) is the a — component of the applied force acting on the 
ion labeled by the J» 1_ and 1^. Developing a theory of the optical 
properties of the slab requires further consideration of the term 
Fg^j(^lg) which arises fl-om the electromagnetic field within the slab. 
We wish to separate this field into two parts - the long-wavelength 
macroscopic field which occurs in Maxwell's equations and the local 
field which is a sum of all short-wavelength components of the field. 
The total macroscopic field can then be obtained as a superposition of 
this induced macroscopic field and the applied field. This treatment 
will give expressions for the total field both within the slab and in 
regions away from the slab. The optical properties will then follow 
easily. 
c 
We first examine the components of ) 8,s given in 
Section II C, keeping in mind that in treating the infrared optical 
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properties of the slab we will have |^|;^/c=10^ cm"^ while the smallest 
non-zero reciprocal lattice vectors have a magnitude of 2Tr/a=10® cm"^. 
Considering first the case l^^l^ we see that the following expres-
p 
sions will be good approximations of the elements of in the infrared 
region described by the above conditions. (Here 3 "»4^c^ - |^!^«) 
For o,B = x,y: 
(3.2) 
w .iSo 113-41=^0 
.  e-lil lvhi'o <v^d'''  
- 111 




ac/mjm^, II3-I3I G, 
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The primes on the summations denote the exclusion of the = 0 terms 
which have been written out separately in each case and we have taken 
ei^*(^-^i)~l these = 0 terms. In the G#0 terms, q and w/c have 
been taken equal to zero since they are small in comparison to 2 and 
always appear added to in these terms. The first term on the right-
hand side of each of these expressions represents the force due to 
the induced macroscopic field within the slab and the sum over recip­
rocal lattice vectors in each represents the local field. Note that the 
local field terms vanish by symmetry for those terms with o#&. 
Because of the special treatment required in the case l^^lg, 
the separation of the macroscopic and local field contributions to 
straightforward as in the case l^Ag« 
This separation is carried out for qy * 0 and the resulting approxi­
mate expressions for these elements are given in Appendix C. 
The result of this approximation is that all elements of the 
p 
matrix D can be written in the form 
X T)^ (n-1 .1' 1.1 «.1 M 
.—. • ap" j' j----
For a as 6 * z; 
(3.4) D^^(£jl3,l';J.J') = -
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0 
vhere the superscripts M and L denote those parts of D arising from the 
macroscopic and local fields respectively. 
The local field at an ion of type j in layer 1^ is given by 
(3.6) Egdg.j) = - ^ '^3" 
J Pfj 
To demonstrate that this does represent the local field we extend the 
sum over Ig to range from -co to +«, and let the ionic displacements be 
the same for all values of Ig by setting , corresponding 
to a uniformly polarized infinite crystal. Evaluation of Equation 3.6 
then leads to 
(3.7) E^(l.,j) . ^ 
a J J 
where 
is the polarization of the crystal with n ions of either type per unit 
volume. This is the usual Lorentz local field factor and is independent 
of the ion type j. 
In a similar fashion, the amplitude of the induced macroscopic 
field at an ion of type j in layer 1^ is 




We now rewrite the equations of motion (3.1) in the form 





and introduce the normal coordinate transformation 
(3.11) u^j(l,l )=^~ I Vl) 
'mj 'N cj^m 
where N is the number of unit cells per unit area in the plane of the 
slab, the are the eigenvectors of the matrix ) 
+ 0^^(13*13*3#j') the index m labels the normal modes of this matrix. 
Substitution of Equation 3.11 into Equation 3.10 then yields 
qtm =ôj 11,13 
IM 
(3.12) -w2 ^  I Q^(^) (a^lg)e% 1 +glj, ;l3*lg;j,J ' ) 
/N ^ 1 » T 
We next multiply Equation 3.12 by (l/v^)e"^S. — and then sum over all 
values of 1, If we use Equations 2.6 and 2.7 along with the fact that 
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(3.13) I )'1 = » 
1_ 
Equation 3.12 'becomes 
(3'lk) ^ g y 
l^,m 
DggCgji ,ig;j,j')]Qn(3lGgj,(g,i2) 
In view of Equation 3.5 and 
(3.15) I jB®j(a>l3,l*:3,J') +Dj;g(l3,4jJ,3')le"j,Cl,l^) 
0»J'«Ig 
this is equivalent to 
(3.16) I(w^-w^) Qa(l)e^j(a,l3) = \ DMg(&;l2,l3;j,j')Qn(q)E%j,(a,lS] 
l',m* 
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Now Equation 3.9 gives the induced macroscopic field in the 
crystal when it is oscillating in a normal mode or linear combination 
of normal modes with a fixed value of When the ions are being 
driven by a general external force the ionic displacements are of the 
form of Equation 3.11. However, at this stage, we wish to specify the 
external force to be due to an electromagnetic plane wave traveling 
in the positive z direction in order to determine the optical prop­
erties of the slab. We adopt the convention of using IC to denote a 
three-dimensional wave vector and ^  to denote a two-dimensional wave 
vector in the plane of the slab. The external field is then of the 
form E®(r_) = E® e^U'E. and we therefore write the external force as 
(3.17) = ejE®(l^)e^^'(2L*'ij) 
where is the projection of IC parallel to the slab. It is given by 
= (u/c) sine k, where k is a unit vector in the plane of the slab and 
0 is the angle of incidence as shown in Figure 1». The 1^ dependence of 
Eg(l^) is given by 
(3.18) E^d^) = E® e^^zVo 
where 
K = — cose . 
Z c 
If we insert Equation 3,17 into the last term of Equation 3.16 and 
•nerform the mm nver 1 indinated. t.h-i r vrlll lead to A factor A 
because of Equation 3.13. This requires that the ionic displacements 
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and thus the induced macroscopic field must have the same spatial varia­
tion in the plane of the slab as does the applied field. That is , the 
ionic displacements must have the form 
(3.19) u^jcj^i^) = — 
which is of the form of Equation 2 , k ,  Comparison of Equations 3.19 and 
3.11 leads to 
(3.20) ".jdg) = 
i.e., we conclude that the are non-zero only for Equation 
3.9 when holds for ^  with the above definition of 
If we approximate e^—*Sj = 1 in Equation 3.17, Equations 3.17, 3.13, 
3.20 and 3.9 allow us to write Equation 3.l6 in the form 
(3.21) (^1^) = Jl/^[E%(lg)+E;(l^)], 
m 
where we have dropped the index j in since it is actually independent 
of j in the long-wavelength approximation. 
We now multiply "both sides of Equation 3.21 by (^1^) and sum 
over o, J and 1^. The orthogonality conditions for the eigenvectors 
(3.22) I c;!*(^l;)e; (k,!;) • 
a.j.lg J 
gives the result that 
(3.23) QmW 
«--w =»"»-3 -=j 
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Inserting Equation 3.23 into Equation 3.20 then yields 
HI* in 
(3.2W v.u,). I 
„ 2 ^ 2  6  3  6  3  
l^,m 
which relates the ionic displacements to the total macroscopic field 
within the crystal. This total field, is simply the sum of the 
applied and induced macroscopic fields such that 
(3.25) E^Clj) = Ej(l^) + 
However, Equation 3.9 relates the induced macroscopic field to the 
ionic displacements so that by inserting Equation 3.24 into Equation 3,9 
we have 
(3.26) E^(l^) « I E^(l^) 
6,13 
where 
(3.2T) I 1,^^(^13.15;, 
»Y» - w 
If we now add Eq (1^) to both sides of Equation 3.26, using Equation 
3.25 we finally obtain 
(3.28) " 4(^3)' 
For a slab of N layers of ions, this is a set of 3N linear inhomogeneous 
equations which may be solved numerically for the amplitude of the total 
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macroscopic field at each layer of the slab in terms of the applied 
field. Having solved for the total macroscopic field within the slat, 
we can now calculate the field in regions away from the slab directly 
from Equation 3.26, We simply replace l^r^ by z to obtain 
(3.29) E^(z) = I M,g(z,l')E%(l'), 
6,14 
which holds for all values of z. 
To examine this more closely we write out Equation 3.29 explicitly 
as 





< - " 
e c2 3"°' kT(1|) 
where 
(3.31) gz-lz) 
Since = (w^/c^) sin^G we have 
yu)2 , ,2 w 
" 7 
cos 0 = K 
which is the component of the wave vector of the applied field normal to 
the slab as in Equation 3.18. Thus, by inspection of Equation 3.30, the 
induced macroscopic field within the slab is a sum of fields traveling in 
both the positive and negative z directions, while in regions removed 
1+0 
from the slab it is a field traveling away ftrom the slat with wave vector 
K = (aj/c)K. 
Also, intrinsic damping in the crystal may be put into this theory 
in a phenomenological way by introducing a damping force, -mj(^1^)» 
on the right-hand side of the equation of motion of the lattice (3.1), 
where y is the damping constant of the lattice. By tracing this term 
through the steps leading to Equation 3.28, it is easily seen that this 
2 2 is equivalent to replacing the denominator - w in Equation 3.27 by 
2 2 
- w - iyoi. 
In order to calculate the transmittance, reflectance and absorp-
tance of the slab we assume the applied field to be traveling in the 
positive z direction throughout all spsice and simply use the principle 
of superposition to calculate the transmitted and reflected fields. 
The transmitted field is then ' 
(3.33) E^(z+) = ï^(z+) + E®(z+) 
a a a 
and the reflected field is simply 
(3.34) I^(z-) • E^(z-) 
where z+ and z- denote the regions of space away from the slab in the 
positive and negative z directions respectively. 
The optical properties of the slab follow directly from the above 
expressions for the transmitted and reflected fields. Expressions for 
the transmittance, reflectance and absorptance for the cases of P and 
S polarizations of the incident field will be derived in the following 
two sections. 
1+1 
B. P Polarization 
In the case of P polarization the incident electric field vector 
is polarized in the plane of incidence as shown in Figure We 
choose the xy plane as the plane of incidence so that = (w/c)8in6, 
Ky. = 0 and = (w/c)cos8 where 6 is the angle of incidence measured 
from the normal to the slab. 
We first solve Equation 3.28 for the amplitude of the total macro­
scopic field at each layer of the slab. We further approximate the 
eigenvectors G™j(k^l^) appearing in the expression for M^^Cl^jl^) by 
their ^  = 0 values since we are working in the infrared region. We 
then have no coupling of the y components of the ionic displacements 
and fields with their x and z components because the ^  = 0 eigenvectors 
are such that 
(3.35) = Mzytlg'lg) = = 0. 
Equations 3.28 thus separate into a set of 2N linear inhomogeneous 
equations for a = x,z and a set of N linear homogeneous equations for 
o = y since E^ = 0, The N homogeneous equations simply give the y-
polarized normal modes of the slab which have no effect on the P polar­
ization optical properties. The remaining 2N inhomogeneous equations 
may then be solved numerically for E^(lg) and E^flg) which then permit 
calculation of the transmitted and reflected fields from Equations 3.29, 
3.33 and 3.3%. 




Figure U, P polarization geometry 
^3 
(3.36) -e 9 = ° 
E® = 
By inspection of Equation 3.29 with the M^g(z,l^) written out explicitly 
we can see that the total field on the transmission side of the slab is 
such that 
(3.37) E^(z+) = - tane E^(z+), 
a"d the reflected field is such that 
(3.38) E^(z-) = tane E^(z-). 
m p 
Thus one needs only to calculate E (z+) and E (z-) directly from 
Equation 3.29. 
The transmittance of the slab is defined as 
|ST| 
(3.39) T = 
If-Sl 
where S and ^  are the time-averaged Poynting vectors of the trans­
mitted and incident fields, respectively, and are given by 
(E^*(z+) X H^(z+)) 
(3.40) 
S® = -iRe (E®* X H®). 
— Qw 
kk 
Here ^  Is the magnetic field and is determined from the Maxwell equation 
(3.41) iK X E « i - H • 
Calculation of and from Equations 3.40 gives 
E^*(z+) E^(z+) 
(3.42) T = 3 Z . 
cos^9 
The reflectance of the slab is calculated in a similar fashion and 
is found to be 
e5*(z-) EB(z-) 
(3.1,3) E = j;—-j;—• 
cos'^0 
The absorptance is then calculated from 
(3.44) A = 1 - T - R . 
C. S Polarization 
In the case of S polarization the incident electric field vector 
is polarized normal to the plane of incidence. We again choose an 
angle of incidence, 6, in the xz plane as in the case of P polarization. 
Here we have 
Ej = 0 
(3.45) E® = e^(K'rrwt) 
y 
45 
We again approximate the normal mode eigenvectors appearing in the 
M^gflg,!^) by their ^ =0 values so that in Equation 3.28 the y motion 
separates from the xz motion as a set of N linear inhomogeneous equations 
which may he solved for Ey(l^). We then calculate the transmitted and 
reflected fields from Equations 3.29, 3.33 and 3.34 as before. 
The transmittance, reflectance and absoz^ptance in this case are 
easily found to be given by 
(3.46) T = EJ*(Z+) EY(Z+) , 
(3.47) R = EÇ*(2-) E^(z-) , 
(3.48) A = 1 - T - R . 
D, A Local Approximation 
The preceding treatment of the infrared optical properties of the 
slab is local in the plane of the slab in the sense that the fields and 
ionic displacements are assumed to be essentially uniform over any given 
layer of ions in the slab. This assumption vas used in replacing the 
eigenvectors Egj(]^lg) by their 0 values and in replacing all e^—^ 
factors by unity. However, the treatment is nonlocal in the direction 
normal to the slab in that no assumptions vere made concerning the varia­
tion of the fields and ionic displacements from one layer of ions to 
the next. This is evident from the sums over layers, Ig, maintained 
throughout the theory. 
Tnis type or treatment seems reasonable in view of the fact thai, whe 
externally applied field has a long wavelength and the component parallel 
k6 
to the slab of the wave vector of the macroscopic field induced within 
the slab must be the same as that of the applied field. Any rapid 
variations in the total field within the slab must then take place in 
the direction normal to the slab; i.e., if we think of the dispersion 
relation for light in an infinite medium, |K|^ = e((D)io^/c^, as applying 
to the slab, then any change in |K| resulting from a change in efw) 
near a resonance must show up as a change in the component of ^  normal 
to the slab since the parallel component of ^  is fixed at some small 
value by continuity across the surface of the slab. 
We can modify our preceding treatment to obtain an approximation 
which is local in the direction normal to the slab as well as in the 
plane of the slab by rewriting Equation 3.24 as 
-" 'V-
lg,m <J m 
Here we have assumed that the fields and ionic displacements are essen­
tially uniform across the slab by taking each E^(l^) + EgCl^) out of the 
sum over 1^ as E^(l^) + Eg(l^) and by assuming that Wg^j(lg) = (l/N)lW(jj (l^), 
where N is the number of layers in the slab. 
In order to relate this to the more familiar equations of classical 
dielectric theory we multiply Equation 3.^9 by (l/a^r^) (ej/) ana sum over 
' "T"' 1^—  ^ —' - - —  ^  ^ 0 J- T» -1- » — —  ^  ^  ^^  J-  ^ J* ^  
U7 
(3.50) P^dj) • I X.g(w)E%(l^) 
e 
where 
l^,m J J m 
is the local electric susceptibility of the slab. 
Nov by substitution of Equation 3.^9 into Equation 3.9 vith 
M 
^ written out explicitly we obtain 
(3.52) ^(ij  •  i,[  4•  "«'vh'w4" 
el/ïr^lVHI'o I xg^(,o) E^dp . 
Y 
If E^Xlg) is added to both sides, this becomes 
<3-53) Î 
where 
(3.5M l^'d;.!^) •= 7=^= ZI^ «a8-«.(l3-H'S'h-H" 
18 
is the local approximation to Equation 3.27. 
The induced field in all space is found from 
(3.55) E^(z) = I M^°^(2,1')E'^(1') . 
B.4 ^ 
The procedure for calculating the macroscopic fields and thus the optical 
properties is seen to "be the same as in the nonlocal case. We simply 
replace M^g(l^,l^) by M^^(l^,l^) everywhere. 
The structure of is such that the computation of the 
optical properties in the local case is much simpler and less time-
consuming than in the nonlocal case. 
We should emphasize that neither the procedure used in this local 
approximation nor that of the preceding nonlocal theory is the same as 
that used in classical electricity and magnetism. The major difference 
is that we assume the applied field to exist throughout all space and 
calculate the transmitted, reflected and incident fields by appropriate 
superpositions of the applied and induced fields in the regions of space 
on either side of the slab while, in a classical calculation, one nor­
mally assumes the existence of different fields in the three regions of 
space determined by the region occupied by the slab, the reflection side 
of the slab and the transmission side of the slab and then calculates 
the amplitudes of these fields from appropriate boundary conditions at 
the surfaces of the slab. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Normal Modes of Vibration 
The unretarded normal modes of vibration of a NaCl crystal slab of 
7 layers of ions have been computed from the eigenvalue equation (2,5) 
using the dynamical matrix elements presented in Appendix B. The values 
of the physical constants used in the calculation are the same as those 
given by Tong and Maradudin (3). They are 
m+(Na) = 38.16 X 10^^ gra., 
m_(Cl) = 58.85 X 10-2^ gm., 
r^ = 2.81U X 10~® cm., 
e = 4.8 X 10-10 e.s.u., 
A = 9.288, 
B = — 1,165. 
The normal mode eigenfreguencies and eigenvectors were calculated for 
qy = 0 with 0^ ranging over various values from = 0 to the first 
zone boundary where = w/a. 
For q^ = 0 the eigenvalue problem separates into two separate 
q n 
problems because the matrix D^g + D^g is such that there is no coupling 
of the y components of the ionic displacements with the x and z 
components. Thus, the y - polarized normal modes are obtained by 
diagonalizing the l4 x lU matrix D^ + D^, The remaining 28 x 28 
S C 
matrix, D^g + D^g with a,g = x,z, yields those normal modes for which 
the ionic displacements lie in the xz plane. Since the most interesting 
wëhâviûl' ÛCCUJ.O xii olic jLi, — poluriijed modes ve shall discuss them in 
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some detail first and then give a more brief discussion of the y -
polarized modes. 
For the sake of completeness, all 28 of the xz - polarized modes 
of a 7 layer slab are shown in Figure 5, In this and all following 
plots of normal modes, the frequency is plotted versus the dimen-
sionless variable Q = g^ga/Sir, Q = 0.5 corresponding to the zone 
boundary. Due to the reflection symmetry of the slab, the eigenvectors 
of all normal modes have definite parities with respect to the center 
layer of the slab. Also the parity of the z component of any given 
eigenvector is always opposite to that of its x component. The compli­
cated behavior of the normal modes of Figure 5 is due to the interactions 
of modes whose eigenvectors are of like parity. As the frequencies of 
two such modes approwh one another they do not cross but tend to "repel" 
each other and their eigenvectors exchange character. Although this 
effect is not easily seen in Figure 5 because of the large number of 
modes drawn in this figure, it is apparent in Figure 7, which we shall 
discuss shortly. 
Of the 28 normal modes shown in Figure 5» 7 are longitudinal optical, 
7 are transverse optical, 7 are longitudinal acoustical, and 7 are trans­
verse acoustical modes* At Q « 0, the 7 uppermost modes in the figure 
are the longitudinal optical modes but, other than these, one cannot 
easily point out other groups of modes because the longitudinal acous­
tical modes cover such a wide range of frequencies that they are mixed in 
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Figure 5. Dispersion relations for xz - polarized modes of a 7 layer 
NaCl slab 
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In Figure 6 we have plotted the frequencies of the xz - polarized 
optical modes for Q ranging from zero to 0.10. The upper 7 modes are 
longitudinal and the lower 7 are transverse modes. The two transverse 
modes drawn in dashed lines are optical surface modes. 
In discussing these modes it will often he convenient to refer to 
and classify them according to the parity of their eigenvectors. 
Letting 1^ = N-1-1^, an even parity mode is one whose ionic displace­
ments satisfy 
" "«'s'  
and an odd parity mode is one whose ionic displacements satisfy 
(1..2) Wyjdj) - -Vyjd^) 
Looking at the longitudinal optical nodes at Q « 0 in Figure 6, the 
highest frequency node is an odd parity mode, the second highest is even 
parity, and they continue to alternate in parity down to the lowest 
frequency longitudinal mode which is of odd parity. The transverse modes 
follow the same alternating pattern at Q = 0 with the highest being of 
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Figure 6. Dispersion relations for xz - polarized optical modes 
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All of the longitudinal optical modes are bulk modes with the 
uppermost one having a frequency u" 5*789 x 10^^ sec"^ at Q = 0. 
This mode corresponds roughly to the q, * 0 longitudinal optical mode 
of an infinite NaCl crystal of point ions having frequency 
(1..3) = ' 5.856 X 10l3 ,«c-l. 
Of the five transverse optical bulk modes, the lowermost one has a fre­
quency " * 2,512 X 10^3 sec"^ at Q » 0 and corresponds roughly to the 
0 transverse optical mode of an infinite crystal for vhich 
(LI.LI) 11 • 01 • /_SF_ /.i. * _Î_\/a+£B- • 2.488 X 10^^ eec"^. 
TO V2r| \*+ *. )t 
Of the tvo transverse optical surface modes, the one whose frequency 
increases rapidly as 0 increases from zero is of even parity and corre­
sponds to the lov-frequency surface mode found by Fuchs and Kliewer (1). 
However, unlike their result, this surface mode remains localized at 
the surface in the ^ -^0 limit as does the odd parity surface mode for 
which they found no corresponding mode. For simplicity, the even 
parity surface mode has been shown crossing all of the transverse optical 
bulk modes above it in the region near Q » 0 in Figure 6, The true 
behavior of these modes is as shown in Figure 7, which is an expanded 
drawing of that small region of Figure 6, Only the even parity trans­
verse optical modes are shown in Figure 7 since the odd parity modes are 
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Figure 7* Dispersion relations for even parity xz - polarized trans­
verse optical modes 
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(o) = 2.4l8 X 10^^ sec"^) shown is localized at the surfaces of the 
slab; in the region 0.0005 < Q, < 0.005 none of the modes shown have 
a definite surface-like character because of the interactions occurring 
in this region. Beyond Q = 0,005 the highest frequency mode begins to 
regain this surface-like character as its frequency increases away from 
the other modes and the three remaining modes are then bulk modes, 
the eigenvectors of each now having the character of the 0=0 eigen­
vector of the mode which was directly above it at Q = 0, 
In view of this behavior of the even parity transverse optical sur­
face mode, we now return to Figure 6 and examine the longitudinal optical 
modes more closely, keeping in mind that Fuchs and Kliewer also found an 
upper surface mode in their calculations. Concentrating on just the odd 
parity longitudinal optical modes, we see that there are interactions 
between these modes similar to those seen in the transverse optical modes. 
Since the longitudinal modes cover a greater range of frequencies than 
do the transverse modes, these interactions are necessarily spread over a 
greater range of frequency and wave vector than are the transverse mode 
interactions. Yet there is a definite indication in Figure 6 that the 
uppermost mode at Q = 0 (w=wj^) is trying to make its way down in frequency 
through the other longitudinal modes as Q increases. The range of fre­
quencies of the longitudinal modes is just too great to allow this mode 
to emerge well below the frequency of the lowest longitudinal mode and 
assume a surface-like character as predicted by Fuchs and Kliewer. 
lii order io demonsi-rate tais effccù more dearly, i-lic uormul modes 
have been recalculated with the electronic charge occurring in the Coulomb 
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matrix elements multiplied by a factor of 1.26, This was done to 
provide a larger gap in frequency between the longitudinal and trans­
verse optical modes so that the longitudinal surface mode might be able 
to emerge below the other longitudinal optical modes. The odd parity 
longitudinal optical modes and the even parity transverse optical 
surface mode resulting from this calculation, are shown- in Figure 8 as 
solid lines. The two dashed lines in this figure are the two surface 
modes calculated from the theory of Fuchs and Kliewer with e replaced 
by 1.26e and 
The lowest frequency longitudinal mode in the figure begins to become 
localized at the surfaces approximately at Q = O.OU and is definitely 
a surface mode at Q = 0.10. The figure shows good qualitative agree­
ment with the theory of Fuchs and Kliewer. 
Also, in order to investigate the behavior of the optical surface 
modes at Q = 0 more closely, the normal modes of the slab were calculated 
with those matrix elements representing the forces acting on the surface 
ions being replaced by the values of those for the ions in the bulk of 
the crystal. By so neglecting the changes in the forces acting on the 
surface ions, the present theory more closely parallels that of Fuchs 
and Kliewer (l) in the long-wavelength region but the two theories are 
still not completely equivalent. It was found that the dependence of 
the normal mode frequencies on 0, was changed only slightly but there 
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Figure 8. Dispersion relations for odd parity longitudinal optical modes 
onH fvAn •noT'ltv' tranavArae optical surface mode with e 
replaced by 1.26e. Dashed lines are surface modes calculated 
from theory of Puchs and KLiewer (l) 
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results of Fuchs and Kliewer. The lowest frequency transverse opti­
cal mode at Q = 0 is of even parity and occurs at w = 2,h96 x 10^^ sec"^, 
very near w = At larger values of Q, this mode appears above the 
other transverse optical modes and is localized at the surfaces as in 
the case where the proper surface matrix elements are used. The lowest 
frequency odd parity transverse optical mode at Q = 0 occurs at 
13 1 
w = 2.525 X 10 sec ; its frequency decreases slightly with increasing 
Q out to Q = 0.10 and it does become localized at the surfaces of the 
slab. This behavior of the odd parity mode does not occur in the 
theory of Fuchs and Kliewer. 
A calculation of the xz - polarized optical modes was also made for 
a 13 layer slab for values of Q ranging from zero to 0.05 in steps of 
0.01. The odd parity longitudinal optical modes and the even parity 
transverse optical surface modes resulting from this calculation are 
shown in Figure 9. The behavior of these modes is similar to that of 
the modes of a 7 layer slab except that the transverse optical surface 
mode is seen to rise to its maximum frequency more rapidly with in­
creasing Q. This effect also agrees with the theory of Fuchs and 
Kliewer (1). In this case the upper longitudinal optical mode occurs 
at w « 5.837 X 10^3 sec"^ at Q » 0 which is to be compared to = 
5.856 X 10^3 sec"^ and the lower transverse optical bulk mode occurs 
at u) ® 2.u92 X 10^3 sec"^ at Q » 0 which is to be compared to = 
X3 ""l 2.487 X 10 sec" . Thus the Q * 0 frequencies of these modes are seen 
to apwrtftflh ead zs the zlzb thiclmcss increases. trauô-
13 «J. 
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Figure 9» Dispersion relations for odd parity longitudinal modes 
mode (dashed line) of a 13 layer NaCl slab 
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a negligible change from the 7 layer slab. 
We now turn our attention to the y - polarized modes of a 7 layer 
slab. There are 7 transverse optical y - polarized modes and 7 trans­
verse acoustical y - polarized modes. Of each type, two are surface 
modes and five are bulk modes. In Figure 10 the upper pair of solid 
lines are the uppermost and lowermost transverse optical bulk modes and 
the lower pair of solid lines are the uppermost and lowermost transverse 
acoustical bulk modes. The three remaining bulk modes of either type 
are not shown in the figure but remain at frequencies intermediate to 
these pairs from Q = 0 out to Q = 0.50, the first zone boundary. 
The upper dashed line in the figure represents two nearly degenerate 
transverse optical surface modes of opposite parities. Although both 
of these modes are strongly localized at the surfaces at 0. = 0, as Q 
increases toward the zone boundary the surface-like character of both 
becomes rather ill defined. The lower pair of dashed lines are two 
transverse acoustical surface modes of opposite parity, the lowest one 
occurring at w = 0 at 0 = 0 and being of even parity. Neither of these 
modes is localized at the surfaces at 0. = 0; the lowest one corresponds 
to uniform polarization of the slab. They do become surface-like in 
character with increasing 0, although not markedly so. 
Before comparing the results of the present work to those of Fuchs 
and Kliewer (l), Lucas (2), and Tong and Maradudin (3) we should 
point out that, in view of the present theory, Tong and Maradudin's 
criticism of the long-wavelength approximation used by Fuchs and 
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Figure 10. Dispersion relations for y - polarized modes of a 7 layer NaCl slab 
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0 
the matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction, ^ » 
they correctly noted that the m " n *» 0 terms in their sums, vhich 
are the same as the » 0 terms in the expressions presented in this 
paper and the integral expressions used by Fuchs and Kliewer, vanish 
as ^  + 0 while the remaining terms in the sums give a finite result. 
They contended that the theory of Fuchs and Kliewer was therefore not 
valid for small values of ^  since their integral expressions did not 
contain the other G_ 0 terms of the sums. However, in Equations 3 ,6 
and 3«7 of this paper we have pointed out that, for a uniformly polar­
ized infinite crystal, these 2 f 0 terms are simply the Lorentz local 
field correction, (lnr/3)^ which Fuchs and Kliewer do include in their 
theory. The exponential dependence on |Ig-lgI of these local field 
terms of the dynamical matrix is such that, for long-wavelength 
oscillations within the slab, the local field correction differs 
significantly from (4ir/3)P only at those ion sites in the surface 
layers of the slab. Thus, by taking the local field correction to be 
(Uïï/3)P_ for all layers of the slab, Fuchs and Kliewer did include all 
Q 
terms of the sums appearing in the expressions for ) 
in their long-wavelength approximation. They simply neglected any 
changes occuring in these terms for ions on the surfaces of the slab 
in the same way that they neglected any changes in the short range 
forces contained in Dagfgjlg.lgSj.j'). 
The results of Lucas, Tong and Maradudin, and the present work are 
all in agreement as to the number and types of optical modes which are 
localized at the surface at Q, = 0. That is, there are no longitudinal 
6k 
optical surface modes and four transverse optical surface modes. Of 
these four, the eigenvectors of tvo are polarized in the x direction and 
of opposite parity and the other two are identical except that their 
eigenvectors are polarized in the y direction. None of the modes found 
hy Fuchs and Kliever were localized at the surfaces at Q = 0. The 
present theory indicates that this is indeed due to their neglect of the 
changes in the forces acting on surface ions as suggested by Lucas. 
A calculation of the y - polarized modes from the present theory vith the 
matrix elements for the surface ions set equal to those for the bulk 
ions yields no y - polarized surface modes of any type for all values 
of Q, indicating that this same reason is also responsible for the fact 
that Fuchs and Kliever found no y - polarized surface modes. 
For values of Q different from zero several discrepancies between the 
results of the present work and those of Tong and Maradudin (3) appear. 
The most striking difference occurs in the total number of optical 
surface modes reported. The present theory yields only four optical 
surface modes, all of which are transverse in nature. Tong and Maradudin 
report a total of six optical surface modes occurring in three nearly 
degenerate pairs represented by the three dashed lines in Figure 11, 
The two lower pairs, labeled by (b) and (c) in the figure, are trans­
verse, while the polarization of the upper pair, (a), is not reported. 
Also the displacement amplitudes of the upper pair are reported to have 
very little attenuation at the point Q = 0. At frequencies near the 
intersection of this pair of modes with the Q • 0 axis shown in the 
figure, the calculations of the present work yield only longitudinal 
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Figure 11. Dispersion relations of optical modes of a 15 layer NaCl 
slab as reported by Tong and Maradudin (3). Here = q^r^ 
= x^irO 
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optical biilk modes for which the ionic displacements undergo nearly 
the maximum number of oscillations allowed across the slab. The only 
differences evident in the two theories are that Tonp and Maradudin 
chose their x - axis along a (lOO) direction rather than a (110) 
direction as in the present work and their calculations were carried 
out for a 15 - layer slab rather than the 7 - layer slab used in 
most of the calculations of the present work. The different choice 
of X - axes could certainly affect the behavior of the normal modes 
for large values of Q but should not alter the number of surface 
modes or their qualitative behavior at small values of Q. As indicated 
in the calculations for a 13 - layer slab in this work, increasing the 
number of layers in the slab increases the total number of bulk modes 
but does not appear to affect the number of surface modes. Tong and 
Maradudin*s reported results were calculated for q^ = 0 and q^ = 0.2mr/r^ 
with n = 0,1,2,3,^,5, q^ = Tr/rp being the first zone boundary along 
their x - axis. Their first non-zero q^ = 0.2 n/r^ corresponds to 
a value of our Q. = q^a/2iî = q^r^/v^it = 0.1À. This rather coarse mesh of 
values of q^ might possibly be responsible for some of the discrepancies 
noted, especially the absence of any transverse optical surface mode 
rising abruptly in frequency as Q increases from zero. There seems to 
be no apparent explanation for the remaining differences. There does 
seem to be agreement between the pair of modes, (c), and the y - polar­
ized transverse optical surface modes found here. 
The basic differences between the results of the present theory and 
those of Puchs and Kliewer are that they found no interactions of their 
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surface modes with bulk modes of like parity and they found no odd 
parity transverse optical surface modes. The absence of interactions 
in their theory is a result of the fact that they used a long-wave-
length continuum approximation and all of their optical bulk modes 
were therefore found to exist at either or u^o depending upon 
whether they were transverse of longitudinal. Their transverse optical 
surface mode is nevertheless in good agreement with the present theory 
since the interactions of this mode with the other even parity trans­
verse modes occur only over a small range of u and near = 0 and 
the frequency of this mode is thus able to enter the gap in frequency 
between the transverse and longitudinal optical modes as increases. 
However, the interactions of the longitudinal optical surface modes 
with the other odd parity longitudinal modes persists over such a 
large range of u and q^ that it is never able to become well separated 
from the other modes and become surface-like in character. 
No calculations of the normal nodes of the slab including retardation 
were made in this work. Since the elements of the dynamical matrix 
depend on w in this case, one cannot use a simple diagonalization pro­
cedure to calculate the normal mode eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors. 
However, the fact that the dynamical matrix is found to be hermitian 
for l^>u/c and non-hermitian for |^|<a»/c is in agreement with the 
existence of non-radiative and radiative modes as found by Kliewer and 
Q 
Fuchs (1*). Also the structure of the retarded dynamical matrix, D , 
is such that only the G_ * 0 terms, i.e. the macroscopic electric 
field, is changed significantly by the inclusion of retardation and 
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this change is greatest in the region | q__| < ai/c. 
In comparing our work to that of Bryksin and Firsov (5), we note 
that although 2h surface modes were not found in the present work, 
we do find that two distinct types of surface modes occur depending 
upon whether or not the changes in the short range forces acting on 
surface ions are included in the theory. Inclusion of these changes 
results in modes which are strongly localized at the surfaces for 
- 0 and exclusion of these changes results in weakly localized 
surface modes for small There is no indication in the present work 
that the two types exist separately for |aj = 0 and then merge as Ig^l 
increases as suggested by Bryksin and Firsov. Their conclusion con­
cerning the validity of the dielectric constant formalism used by 
Fuchs and Kliewer is supported by the present work except for the 
interactions which we found to occur between surface and bulk modes. 
The effects of these interactions are not included in the theories of 
either Bryksin and Firsov or Fuchs and Kliewer. 
B. Optical Properties 
The transmittance, reflectance and absorptance of a NaCl crystal 
slab of 15 layers have been calculated using the theory given in 
Section III. The calculations were made for both P and S polarizations 
of the electric field with an angle of incidence of 75 degrees and a 
damping constant y = 5.0 x lO^^sec"^. (This choice of y will be 
discussed later.) The absorptance is plotted as a function of 
frequency for the case of P polarization in Figure id, and for the 
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Figure 12. Absorptance as a function of frequency for P - polarized 
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The frequency range, 2,2 x IcA^ sec**^ ^ w 6.0 x 10^3 sec"^, 
shown in Figure 12 includes the ^  « 0 frequencies of all optical modes 
of vibration. Outside of this region the absorptance becomes very 
small and will not be discussed here. All absorptance peaks shown in 
Figure 12 arise from the xz - polarized optical modes. The absorptance 
peak occurring at w = 2,42 x 10^3 "sec"^ arises from the even parity 
transverse optical surface mode which occurs at that frequency and is 
seen to be comparable in size to the neighboring peak at ^ " 2,^9 
X 10^3 sec"l ^  which is the frequency of the lowest transverse 
optical bulk mode. The absorptance peaks due to the other even parity 
transverse optical bulk modes are not visible with the value of y 
in T 
chosen. Each of the eight peaks which occur in the range U.O x 10 sec" 
^ w ^  6,0 X 10^3 sec"^ arises from one of the eight odd parity longitudinal 
optical modes of the 1$ layer slab. The largest peak occurs at w = $,8b 
X 10^3 sec"^ » "lO* is the frequency of the highest longitudinal 
optical mode. 
For the case of S polarization, peaks in the absorptance occur only 
at to = 2,k2 X 10^3 sec"^ and u = 2.1+9 x 10^^ sec"^. These peaks arise 
from the even parity y - polarized transverse optical surface mode and 
the lowest-frequency y - polarized transverse optical bulk mode, 
respectively. For S polarization, the electric field vector is in the 
y direction and does not interact with the xz - polarized modes. 
Thus there are no peaks and the absorptance is small for u > 2.8 x 10 
-1 sec 
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The transmittance and reflectance are not shown for either polariza­
tion because the reflectance is very small for this thin slab. A plot 
of 1 - T would differ significantly from the given plot of A only near 
the large peak occurring at w = 5.8^ x ICr^ sec for P polarization; 
here the reflectance reaches its maximum value of 1.12 x 10"^, 
These same optical properties of a 15 layer slab were also calcu­
lated using the local approximation of Section III D with -y = 5.0 x 10^^ 
sec"^. There was no significant difference between these results and 
those of the nonlocal theory. Various values of y were tried in both 
the local and nonlocal calculations and no significant differences were 
found for any reasonable value of y. 
The experiments of Haas (lO) and Jones, et al., (Il) indicate that a 
reasonable choice for a frequency independent damping constant should be 
in the range lO^^sec"^ < y < 10^^ sec"^ for temperatures in the range 
0°K < T < 300°K. Although the location in frequency of the absorption 
peaks does not depend on the value of y chosen, they do become sharper 
and reach a higher maximum as y decreases. 
In their work, Tong and Maradudin (3) calculated the imaginary part 
of the local dielectric response tensor e^^^(co), which has peaks at the 
same frequencies as the absorptance. Their calculation was made for a 
15 layer NaCl slab with no intrinsic damping (y = O). The frequencies 
aind relative sizes of the peaks in reported by them agree fairly 
well with the absorption spectra found in the present work except that 
they reported no peak in at w = 1+.16 x 10^^ sec"^ corresponding 
to the peak which arises from the lowest-frequency odd parity longitu­
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dinal optical mode in the present work. They also report two small 
peaks in at U = 2.52 x 10^^ sec"^ and ID = 2.62 x 10^^ sec~^ 
XX 
which presumably arise from transverse optical bulk mod^ but do not 
show up in the absorption spectra of the present work. The absence of 
any peaks arising from transverse optical modes other than those shown 
in the present work is due to the value of y chosen. (Peaks in this 
region start to become visible for y < lO^^sec"^). 
We may also compare the results of the present theory to the calcu­
lation by Berreman (6) based on the local dielectric function e((o) of 
an infinite ionic crystal. He points out that for the case of P -
polarization with non-normal incidence there is a component of the 
electric field normal to the plane of the slab and an absorption peak 
should therefore occur at w = u^Q in this case. Using Maxwell's 
equations and matching appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces 
of the slab, he has derived expressions for the transmittance and 
reflectance of a thin ionic crystal slab in terms of the slab thickness, 
angle of incidence and dm) of the crystal. He computed the transmittance 
of both S - and P - polarized radiation by a lithium fluoride film 0.20 
microns thick. His calculations included a frequency-dependent damping 
term, yfw), and were made for an angle of incidence of 30 degrees. 
He also measured the transmittance of a 0.20y thick LiF film for 
both polarizations of the incident field. His theoretical and experi­
mental results are shown in Figures ll+a and lUb, respectively. 
The dashed lines in these figures at l4.8 and 32.6u denote the frequen­
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Figure Ika, Transmlttance of S - polarized and P - polarized light incident at an angle of 30 degrees 
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Figure lUb, Transmittemce of S - polarized and-P-- polarized light incident in a cone from 26 to 3k 
degrees on a 0.20 y thick LiF slab as experimentally observed by Berreman (6) 
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ve see that his calculated results for the transmittance of P - polar­
ized light (solid line) shows minima at both and while, for 
S polarization (dashed line), there is a transmittance minimum only at 
ojtjiQ. This result agrees with the present work, Berreman's calculation 
does not yield any of the other absorptance peaks found in the present 
theory since e(w) contains no information about the remaining bulk and 
surface modes of the slab. His experimental results show good quali­
tative agreement with the predictions of his theory. 
Although it is certainly not reasonable to attempt any quantitative 
comparison of Berreman's (6) experimental results to the results of the 
present work, we should note that all features of Figure lUb can be 
qualitatively explained by the present theory. A LiF film 0.20y thick 
contains approximately 10^ layers of ions while the calculations of the 
optical properties of the present theory were made for a point ion model 
of a NaCl film containing 15 layers of ions. Prom the present theory we 
would expect that the LiF film would have a transverse optical surface 
mode at a frequency slightly below its transverse optical frequency, 
UcjiQ, but that the absorptance due to this surface mode should be much 
less than that due to the bulk mode at This argument offers a 
possible explanation of the small dip in the transmittance which occurs 
at approximately 36y in Figure i4b. The fact that this dip is seen 
for both P and S polarizations is consistent with the assertion that 
it arises from a transverse mode. We would also expect, for the LiF 
2 film used by Berreman, that approximately 5 % 10 absorptance peaks 
arising from odd parity longitudinal optical bulk modes should occur 
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below ojj^Q in a range of frequencies. Aw, of approximately the same 
width (au3 - 2 X 10^^ sec"^) as that occupied by those peaks shown for 
the 15 layer NaCl slab, (This width is determined by the bandwidth of 
the longitudinal optical branch of an infinite crystal.) Experimentally 
these peaks would not be resolved, and one would expect to see a smoothly-
varying absorptance in this frequency range. The absorptance should 
gradually increase as u increases from the frequency of the lowest longi­
tudinal optical bulk mode to it should then decrease more rapidly 
with increasing frequency greater than since there are no modes 
found in that region. This behavior of the absorptance is consistent 
with the shape of the dip in the transmittance of P - polarized light at 
Wlo in Figure l4b. This behavior is neither expected-uor seen for S 
polarization because it is due to the excitation of longitudinal modes. 
Thus the present theory offers a qualitative explanation of all of the 
structure exhibited by the transmittance in Figure lUb, 
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VII. APPENDIX A 
Here we show that the matrix is hermition only for |^| > u/c; 
i.e., we show that 
for all ap&algplg.j.j' when > u/c and that this equality does not 
hold for at least one set of the above indices when < u/c. 
Since the convention whereby the vectors depend upon whether or 
U 
not 1^ is an odd integer (Section II A) might cause some confusion here, 
we now temporarily attach a label 1 to the vectors ^  in order to 
J « 
clarify the manner in which the factor is affected by 
the interchange of 1 and 11 and s^ and s,, indicated by Equation Al. 
3 3 ~TJ 
We have 
(A2) D^e(cL>l3,l';J,J') » 
and 
(A3) DÇg(a,l'.l2;j.j') . 
Thus we now drop the label 1 on the vectors s^^ and it is understood that, 
J T 
in any following interchanges of 1^ and 1^ and s^ and s^,, we will 
always have 
(At) . ^-iCa+Gj-tSj-Sj.) 
regardless of the values of 1^, l^, j and J' involved. 
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{A6) 6^ = Xi^/c^ - 13^1^, 
(AT) a = 1+2,1^ - w^/c^. 
and the prime on the sum denotes exclusion of the G = 0 term. However, 
under these same conditions ve also have 
_ 2wie,e,, 2 ? 2 




Therefore, for < w/c and 
(A9) 
3' 3' 
and the matrix D is not hermitian. 
In the remaining discussion we assume |^| > w/c and demonstrate the 
r 
hermiticity of the matrix D under this condition. We first consider 
Q 
1^ 9^ 1^. It is obvious that these elements of D satisfy Equation A1 by 
inspection of Equations 2.36, 2.37 and 2.36. 
For a, B = X, y; 
.C* (AlO) D;g(a;l2,l^;j,j') 
G 
6^g-(q+G)^(q+G)g 
For 0 = X, y: 
p* 2Tie e I (l^—l ) 
(m) -.1^ —1 (»*=)„ 
c j j' ' 3 3' — 
For a = B = z: 
.C* (Ai2) 
.!!^ î 
a /m^m., G 
c J J -





We now consider those elements of D for which 1^ = 1^. Here we 
have to consider |g^| > w/c and jq^j < w/c separately because of the 
form of the expressions for these matrix elements, (In each case we 
still assTJme |^{ > w/c.) We first examine those elements for which 
j' # j. If Iq^l >(D/C we refer to Equation 2.48 and first note that 
(A13) I K^(/(q^+G^)2H.2/c2|ys^,y_s^^| )eVy 
v 
I K o ( / ( ^  
y 
vy'ry-'jy'-




If Iq^l < w/c, only the 0^=0 terms of these matrix elements must 
be changed according to Equations 2.U5 and 2.46. The unchanged ^ 0 
terms must satisfy the hermiticity condition (Al), as is shown by 
Equation Al4. If we collect tlqe G = 0 terms into one expression. 
èk 
(415) if (j.j') • . 1 l 
y 
»o"<\IV°3'y-°iyl' VV°3'y"°3y'' 
where "b = Xi^/c^-qH, and show that D^*(J,J') = (j',j), it then 
U A 3kX XX 
follows that D^(£^l2,l2ij,J') satisfies Equation Al for |q^| < w/c. 
If we define 
(A16) . . .1 I qy(y>J.y-«3y) 
y 
and use the fact that « J_+iR , we may then write o as o « Oi+iOp 
O O O' a. c 
where and Og are "both real and are given "by 
(W) = I S^(bJly«j.y^jy|)c« 9y(Y'j.y-']y). 
y 
(A18) O3 - -I V'V'j'yV-
y 
We now use the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula (12) in the form 
00 00 
(A19) I f(k) « /f(x)dx- i [f(0)+f(")] 
k«l 0 
+ liyr - f^2r-i)(o)] _ R^_^, 
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where the B. are Bernoulli numbers and R is a remainder term. 
2r n_i 
We will take n-»» and thus have In Equation A19, 
denotes the (2r-l)~ derivative of f with respect to its argument. 
In order to use Equation A19 to evaluate we rewrite as 
00 
(A20) a = "21 J (b ma/2)cos ma/2, 
m=l ° ^ 
(odd) 
We can express the sum over odd values of m as the difference between 
a sum over even values of m and a sum over all values of m; i.e., we 
write 
(A21) Og = A - B 
where 
CA22) a = -2 J J (b ma/2) cos qma/2, 
m=l ^ 
oo 
(A23) B « -2^ J (b ma) cos qma. 
m=l ' '
All odd order derivatives of either Jq(x) or cos x vanish for x = 0 
while all even order derivatives of either are finite at x = 0 and all 
derivatives of J^fx) vanish at x = Using these facts, one can easily 
show that, the sum of odd order derivatives appearing in Equation A19 
will vanish if this equation is used to evaluate A and B as given by 
Equations A22 and A23. We therefore have 
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(A2U) A = -2jj^(T3^xa/2) cos qyPca/2 dx + 1 
and 
CO 
(A25) B = -2jjQ('b xa) cos q^xa dx + 1. 
0 ' 
The integrals are given by (9) 
«> 0 ^  B < o 
(A26) J j ^ (ax )  COB 0x dx « 
0 0 , 0 < a < B 
Since we are assuming |gj > u/c, or [q^l > Equation A26 simply gives 
A = 1 and B = 1 so that Og « A - B « 0 and o = o^, is real. 
We therefore have 
(A2Î) = —^==-(J'.J), 
Q 
vhich completes the proof that ) satisfies Equation A1 
for |q^( < w/c and |^| > u/c. 
rj 
The proof that satiefies Equation A1 exactly 
follows that for D^(^l^,l^;j,j') given above with x and y inter­
changed everywhere. 
For |q^I > u/c we now refer to Equation 2.49 and note that 
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CA28) -il V°ry-°^y -S] I)e^'^y 
\ lyry-jyt ^ 
= eV=3y-=J'y' l l'iV.VI 'V°3'y^Jy 
•^y' y j'y jy' 
sin qyd/Bj.y-Sjy). 
We therefore have 
^ ^ ^ ^y °xlv»3-y-'3yl 
(,^+0^)4q^+0^)V/c2 
'V'ry'^Jy"'^" W"3*y"°3y' " 
For lq^l< w/c, following the treatment given for ), 
the = 0 terms of these matrix elements are written as 
(A30) % V'jv'jy 
V°jWI 'y'Va-y-Jy' 
tfhei*o wA «till have b a o^. If W6 nov define 
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(A31 I  " - ' I  S r 'V 'j-Y-°jy' 
and use = J^+iN^, we can write a = o^+log, where and are 
both real and is given by 
(A32) Og = A - B 
with 
00 
(A33) A = 2 ^ J^(b^nia/2) sin q ma/2, 
00 
(A34) B = 2^ J^(b^ina) sin a ma. 
All even order derivatives of either J^(x) or sin x vanish for 
X = 0 while all odd order derivatives of either are finite at x • 0 
and all derivatives of J^(x) vanish at x " Therefore the odd order 
derivatives appearing in Equation A19 again vanish in the evaluation 
of A and B. We have 
(A36) B * 2/ J (b xa) sin qxa dx. 
0 ° f 
These integrals are given by (9) 
/"2 2 
« 3/(a/a -B ), S < a 
(A37) / J,(ax) sin Bx dx « 
0 0 , a < B . 
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Assuming |qy| > we again have og " 0 so that 
(A38) rf'Xj.j') {}',!) 
^ avk^Mj, y* 
Q 
and D satisfies Equation Al. 
xy J j 
Since all and DgqXgjlg.lgij.j') are zero for 
a = X or y, they obviously satisfy Equation Al. (This is true for all 
j and j'.) 
We now consider D^^Cc^jl^flj;^.^') as given by Equation 2.56 for 
|q^| > (o/c. If we use Equation A13, we then have 
(A39) D2*(a;l3,l2;j,j') = _ 
,.,2 
01ïïle-ia*(=j-£a''j I -x'tCoC/Ca +G 
c ly 
'V'jVjy""'' VVj-my' 
because we have already shown that ïP (q:l_,l_;j,j') • D (^1,,1,;J',j) 
aa * o 5 ao" j j 
for a = X or y. 
If |q^| < w/c, the = 0 terms in the last part of the expression 
for must be changed using Equations 2,U5 and 2.46 and 
c c 
the and Dyy elements must be replaced by their proper expressions 
for jq^l < w/c. Since and have already been seen to satisfy 
Equation Al, we only need to consider the = 0 terms in the last 
Q 
part of D__. We write them as 
zz 
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UUO) /  ( J , r >  =  .  
avS^ / 
n 
where a is given "fay Equation Al6. From the treatment of ) 
given in Equation Al6 through Equation A27 we have 
and therefore satisfies Equation A1 for |q^| < u/c 
and 1^1 > w/c. 
We now consider the final case, = 1^ and j* » j. Since the inter­
change of a and S obviously has no effect on any of the elements 
must show that these elements are all real for 
|q| > w/c. We start by assuming |q^| >w/c and examine the expression for 
Q 
D (^l,.l ;J,J) given by Equation 2,57, term by term. The first term, 
XX 3 3 
according to Equation 2.60, is 
2 2 
(Alil) ^*^(0,0;l^,l^;j,j) " ~ *^(0,0;l3,l2;J,J)-i |^ . 
J J 
cu 
Here is real and the second term is imaginary. The 
third term of Equation 2.57 is given by Equation 2.61 and can be written 
as 
(AU2) B (g^j) « —1 (B + i B,), 
mj 1 2 
where B^ and Bg are real quantities given by 
00 cos(q^+tu/c)na cosCq -w/c)na 
{Al.3) I — * — 
n«l n^a^ n a^ 
w sin(qj^+a)/c)na u sin{q^-cu/c)na 
c n^a^ c n^a^ 
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" sin(q^+u)/c)na sin(q^-u/c)na 
B g .  i  — f- f-
n=l n^aj n^a^ 
u co8(q^+u/c)iia w co8(q^-u/c)na 
c n^a^ c n^a^ 
The sums vhich occur in can be calculated from (9) 
(Ms) y £i2^. h5^--—* —. (0 < » < 2') 
n=l n3 ^ 1. 12 ' - -
and 
(AU6) I = I — + 2L , (0 < X < 2*), 
n:l n2 6 2 li 
If |q^| > w/c, the above formulas give 
3 
(AUT) Bp = - — ^  » 
2 3 c^ 
so that 
2 2 
2e. 2 ef 3 
(AU8) B (g^j) ®1 " ^ 7 ^ • 
mj 3 mj c3 
Thus the imaginary part of B^(^j) exactly cancels the imaginary part 
Q 
of (l/mj)*^(0,0;l^,l2;J,j). In the second term of Equation 2.57 ve can 
replace e^ly^y by cos Qyly and thus see that this term is real. There­
fore is real for Iq^j > u/c. 
If I " ^ /c, the firct tern of 2.57 is unchanged and the 
third term can again be written in the form of Equation kh2 but ve now 
have 
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(AU9) Bg . - ^  (g^ - w2/c2) " J "4 * 
so that 
(A50) 1^4 • 
J J J 
The last term of Equation A50 again cancels the imaginary part of 
(l/mj)<l>^(0,0;l2,l2;j»j)* The second term of Equation 2.57 is real 
except for the = 0 terms, which are now given by 




(A52) o = -i J Hy)(b^|ly|)cos q^l^, 
2 2 2 
with = /u /c -q^. We now write a « o^+iog, where and are both 
real and 
00 
(A53) o = -2 % J (b na)cos g^na. 
n=l ^ 





The imaginary part of exactly cancels the second term of 
as given in Equation A50. Therefore, is also 
real for jq^| < w/c if |q| > w/c. 
c 
The proof that is real exactly follows that for 
Q 
given above with x and y interchanged everywhere. 
If we replace e^^y^ by i sin q^l^. in Equation 2.64, we easily see 
that D^(!gjlg,l^;j,j) is real for |g^| > w/c. 






(A56) o = i% j^H^^^(b^lly.l)8in qyly. \ y 
We again write o = o^+io^, where 
0» 
(A57) Og = 2 I J^(b^na) sin q^na. 
From Equations ABU, A36 and A37, we have Og « 0 for |^| > w/c. There­
fore D^yCcyl^fl^tJ.J) is also real for |q^| < w/c if |q| > w/c. 
We finally consider the matrix element 
Equations 2,63, 2.6o and 2.66 we have 
(A58) I>°2(iil3,l3!3.J) = - + I>Jy(3)l3,l3;J.3)l 
fiïi-, fiïïît' ~ . 
" " "J Ï lil 
9l+ 
If |q^j > w/c, we can use Equation 2.4? to write the last term alxjve as 
2 p i!i|i| 
(A59) -2^4^' 
"j <? 1 liJ 
Ko(/(v= )V/o=|l |)eVy 
3 " s 
2 
.2 !iÇr , IHj c. • 
X 
0.2 if 1; 
where the prime on the sum over 1 denotes the exclusion of those terms 
for which ly = 0, The last term represents the contribution to the sum 
from all ions in the line 1 « 0 except the reference ion at 1 = 0, 
y X 
We can replace e^^y^y by cos g^l^ to see that the term involving 
in Equation A59 is real. We can also rewrite the last term of this 
equation as 
(A6O) B = -2 , 
j c 
where and B^ are real and Bg is given by 
® sin(q„+to/c)na sin(q„-«/c)na 
U61) B, . j & ^ 
n—X 
The sums in Bg can be calculated from (9) 
{A62) \ , 0 < X < 2%. 
n=l 
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If jq 1 > w/c, the above formula gives • - u/c so that 
(A63) B = -2 ^ iS_ b, + 21 . 
2 3 3 
The imaginary part of B cancels the term, -2i(ej/mj)(uj /c ), in 
Equation A58 and D^^(c^l^,l^;j,j) is therefore real for |q^| > to/c 
c c 
since we have already shown that D and B are real for ql > w/o. 
XX yy '•*' 
If |q^l < w/c, the last term in Equation A59 is then given "by 
01^ _ u)^ . 'fe* (jj2 
(A6h) B - -2 ~-Y®l 2i . 
J c j c J c 
2 3 3 
so that the term, -2i(ej/mj)(w /c ), in Equation A58 is still cancelled 
by the second term in B above. However, for (q^j < to/c, the = 0 
terms of Equation A$9 become 
C (A65) = 2% 2 
where a, defined by Equation A52, has been shown to be given by 
0=0^+ iOg with 0^ = 1 for l^J > w/c. Thus 
2e^ 2 ire^ 2 
J ° j c 
and the imaginary part of cancels the last term in Equation a6U, 
Therefore is also real for h | < w/c if |q| > w/c. 
zz j 3 ^ 
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VIII. APPENDIX B 
Q 
Here we list the elements of excluding retardation, 
For Ig ^ 1^: 
C , ZnCje,, „ 2 




(B2) D^(^l ,l';j,j') = y±i' I (q+G) 
i v^sl^o gi(a+g).(^-8j,) 
la+Gi 
- t („«3l 
..4^ . G - " - " lâ?£l 
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(B5) ;J,J') 
= i I (q+G)^ 
(B6) Dy2(ajl3.1';J.r) » D^y(q;l2.1^;J,J') 
= i I 113-41^0 ,i(3+G).(^-^,) 
'v^s' - ^ 
For 1^ = Ig.j # J*: 
(BT) I 
 ^ a .5^  4 °x 
''o' k*°xl i V°J'y*°3y' 
(b8) I Ï 
^ 3 a^ . l^ G y  
K^C IqyWyl I )el'Sx^% 
(B9) D^j(aji3,i3ij,j') - - [D^(a;i3.i3;3.3*) + 
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(BIO) » D^(^l3,l3;j,r) 
= .i!!£âlz î 
l y G ^  I V « J ' y - ® J y l  
( )  1I ^ j x - = j  'X \ (  |q % + G ^ |  | l y + 6 ^  , y - B j y  |  )e^ < l 3 r ' - y  
(B11) ^ 
= • Dzy(a?l3.l3iJ.J') » 0 
For 1^ = I3. J * J': 
(B12) 0^(3^13,12;J,J) » ^  4'^(0,0;l3,l3;J,J) 
j 
2 
j y X 
4 l' 
-J ^ llxP 
(Bill) = - [^^(£>13.13; J .J) + D^(lil3.l3;J.J)] 
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(B15) 
«J V X 
(Bl6) ^XZ^SLJ^3»^3»J ««J ^ *^2*j #J ) 
= Dyz(i;i3,ig;j,j) » DCy(aji^,i^;j,j) » 0 
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IX. APPENDIX C 
Here ve separate the macroscopic and local field contributions 
n 
to ' When treating the infrared optical properties 
of the slab we have |^|a < (w/c)a = 10"^ and accordingly give approxi­
mate expressions for these matrix elements. We treat only the case 
Qy = 0 since all of our calculations of the optical properties are 
made under this condition. 
We first consider J' î' J; referring to Equations 2.46 and 2.48, 
we write 
C ^Trie .e^ # o o o ^ 
(CI) D^(a>l3,l ;J,J') » ^(u/c^-qj) I H^(b^ma/2) 
a/m.m,, m=l 
J ^ (odd) 
= Vj' \ ®x 
/p 2 2 
where b^ = /o) /c -q^. The first term (G^ • O) of this equation 
represents the macroscopic field and the second term is the local field 
contribution. The prime on the sum over denotes the exclusion of 
®x " have taken ) = 1 and have set q^ = 0 and 
w/c = 0 wherever either quantity occurs added to G^. 
Equation CI is of the form of Equation 3.5 vith 
2iTie.e,, « _ « " 
Cc2) d" (a>1.3,l,;J.r) - /= -^) Ï H (b^W2) 
^ a/m.m^i m=l 




if i r 
tj' v 
1 )  
ei GX(8JX~®J«X^ 
We now rewrite Equation C2 as 
(CI4) 05^(3513,13;3.3') - —(eW-cg^XD^tlD^), 
where and are real and given by 




(C6) D » - I J^(b ma/2). 
m=l 
(odd) 
From Equations A20 through A26 we have, for < w/c. 
(C7) Dg = - ^  . 
In order to calculate we use (9) 
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where y = 0.577 is Euler's constant, x > 0, 0 ^  t < 1, 2wm < x(l-t) 
< 2(m+l)Tt, 2irn < x(l+t) < 2(n+l)? and 
(C9) I (-1)^ (kx)cos kxt » - ^  (Y + In 
k=l 
2ir 
m n _ 
It* I J - I £=1 4=1 i«m+l 
I 






where y = 0.577, x > 0, 0 <_t < 1, (2m*,l)iT < x(l-t) < (2m+l)ir, 
(2n-l)ir < x(l+t) < (2n+l)TT. In these equations any sum whose upper 
limit is less than its lower limit is to be set equal to zero. 
Applying these formulas to the evaluation of D^, we take x = b^a/2, 
t=0, m=n=0 and use 
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(ClO) y H (kx)coB kxt = 4 y H (kx)co8 kxt 
k-1 ° ^ k.l ° 
(odd) 
- ^  % (-1)^ N^(kx)cos kxt. 
Using this approach, an order of magnitude estimate gives - 1, which 
^2 is negligible in comparison with D_ - 10^, Equations Ch and C7 
then yield 
2 2 2 
M 2ïïie.e^, (w /c -q^) 
% 
2 
where a = a . 
c 
Similar treatment yields 
(C12) D^(^l^,l^;j,j') - D^(^l^,l3;j,j') + Dj:y(£>l3,l3;J.J*). 
where 
2 2 
M , . 2iiie^e4, w /c 
(C13) D (^1_,1 
/ /2 2 2 
a^/m^mj, /u> /c 
(Cll;) = D^(l3,l^;j,j'). 
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From Equations 2.46 and 2.56 we can write, for < u/c, 
(C15) 
where 
(Cl6) • - Il)^(^l3.l3:J.J') + B^(ajl3.l3iJ.J')) 
a/nijm , c m=l 
^ J (odd) 
(C17) - -2D^(l^,lg;j,j'). 
In the preceding treatment of I^(^lg,l^;j,j' ) we have shown that 
oo 
(018) I «n = rè- • 
m-1 ° ° '"o 
(odd) 
Using Equations Cl8, Cll and C13 we can rewrite Equation Cl6 as 
Sirieje , q^ 
(C19) 
With • 0, all are zero for a j* 3. This is true 
— » . ^ «# UÉ * «# 
lor k>ovu J r t) ^ ~ u • 
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n 
We nov consider those elements of D for vhich 1' = 1^, J' = J 
aB -J ^ 




(C21) A05J) . p. I . ^l(»/c-q,)na 
j n»l n3^3 
2 
-i Jiii J [ei(aj/c+q^)na + gi(w/c-q^)na] .1 ^ 
^ n«l n a 
ke^ 
(C.a) 
Here we have separated j) into macroscopic and local field contrihu-
2 
tiens by the addition and subsequent subtraction of the term (2ej/mj) 
' 3 
^ (l/jl^l ) from the expression for given by Equation 2,6l. 
1% u 
As given by Equation C21, vanishes for c -»- » and q^ 0, as it 
should. If we separate into its real and imaginary parts ve can 
numerically compute an approximate value of lO'^^ej/a^j for its real 
part. In Appendix A we have already shown that, for jq^| < w/c, the 
imaginary part of B^(q,j) is given by 
2e^ 3 
(C23) Im[B^Ca..l)I = (w^/c^-qf) 
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and that the term, (-2ej/3mj)({i)^/c^), is cancelled by the imaginary 
Q 
part of (l/mj)$^(0,0;lg,l^;j,j) as given by Equation 2.60. The 
remaining term in Equation C23 is also approximately 10"'^'^e^/a^mj. 
Having established the order of magnitude of we now use 
Equations 2.L6, 2,60 and C20 to rewrite Equation 2,57 in the form 
{C2h) = I^(^l3,l3ij,j) + 
where 
2 
M 2T^e, 00 
(C25) D (£^13,1 ;J J) « -i — (ui^/c^-q^) I H^^^Cb ma) 
XX J :} «uj ^ m"l 
(C26) 0^(13, 
2 
J y X 
From the preceding treatment of ) ons can easily 
show that 
r V 1 
IC27) L H:~'Uba)«_. 
n-l ° ° "^0 
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We therefore write Equation C25 as 
( « 8 )  « ^ ^ ( ^ 1 3 , 1 3 ; ^ . ^ ) = - — .  
where = a^. We have dropped the remaining terms of Equation C25 
because they are approximately lO'^^ej/a^j, while the term retained 
c o 3 
in Equation C28 is approximately iC^e./a m,. 
U J 
In a similar manner, we find 
(C29) D^(^lg,l^; j ,j ) = D^C^l^fl^iJ tJ ) * * j ) » 
where 
0 . 2  2 , 2  2Trie u /c 
(C30) D^{^1 ,1 ;JJ) = . 
V J O D a V* i-L O 
(C31) 
Q 
The final matrix element to be considered is 
as given by Equation 2.6$. By combining the techniques used in the 
treatments of D^^(^l^,l^;j,j' ) and D^(^l^,l^;j,j), this matrix 
element can be written as 










(C34) = - 2D^(12,12;JJ). 
We can obtain the approximate expressions for the macroscopic 
field parts of all the matrix elements having 1^ = 1^ from the 
corresponding expressions for 1^ 1^ by simply setting 1^ - 1^ " 0. 
